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‘CERTIFIED CLASS’ 

The IBCT ‘associate status’ is an inviting open door to 
those trainers who want to perform in line with the 
code of conduct of the board and want to develop 
themselves as a trainer. Many subject matter experts 
(SME) are asked to transfer their know how to others. 
Some of them conduct a training once a while within 
the organization they work for, while others enjoy to 
perform more frequently as a free-lance trainer for 
institutes or for their own customers. 
 
Many of them are seeking for a guideline how to 
deliver the best performance in this sideline. Once a 
trainer is caught by the ‘trainers virus’ often the 
desire occur to develop themselves in this new 
domain of train8ing and coaching. The IBCT associate 
status is providing these SME’s with: acknowledgment 
of their know how and intention to perform as a 
serious trainer, advice in which direction they could 
choose to develop themselves in their role as a 
trainer/coach and a certificate and therefore the 
right to use IBCT hallmark for associate trainers.  
 
The next competence level is the IBCT ‘professional 
trainer status’. This level of competence will appeal 
more to the SME/free lance trainer who’s is 
performing as a trainer/coach on a regular base, want 
to become a professional trainer or is a professional 
trainer who is 100% dedicated to the job to develop 
people and their performance. All of those trainers 
who want to apply for this ‘professional trainer 
status’ can rely on an extended professional  
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Research shows that there is space for two 
new steps towards the certification level of 
internationally Certified Trainer/ HRD 
Consultant (CT). In the Middle East region   
these levels have been for many years 
succesfully. Hence we introduced ‘IBCT 
Associate Trainer’ as a base and ‘IBCT 
Professional Trainer’ as an intermediate 
steps towards the toplevel CT.  
 

education a training professional on top 
of their subject matter expertise. 
 
The IBCT is providing the IBCT 
professional trainers with: 
acknowledgment of their know how 
and expertise as a training 
professional, guidance in professional 
development as a professional trainer 
(towards internationally Certified 
Trainer and HRD Consultant), 
publication online in the directory with 
expertise search engine and an IBCT 
certificate and therefore the right to 
use the IBCT quality mark for 
‘professional trainers’.  
 

More on page 3 
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Organizations that hire senior trainers, who 
perform at the expert level, are demanding 
more and more guaranties. They want to be 
sure that they hire the best. They are 
seeking after top notch quality in training 
that can inspire and train their human 
capital toward peak performances.  
 
IBCT is tagging these senior experts with and 
international certification in training. All 
Certified Trainers are qualified to train 
because of their: education, excellent 
knowledge and skills about transferring peak 
performance from training to the day to day 
work environment, (continuous) professional 
education, command of English and proven 
track record of customer satisfaction in 
training. IBCT certified trainers can do the 
job from begin to end, even in complex 
situations.  

 
Certified Trainers are renewing their IBCT 
certification every three years. The board is 
certifying their quality by granting these 
expert trainers a certificate, a ‘CT degree’ 
and online publication in the directory with 
their expertise and contact details. The IBCT 
is proud of the fact that lots of the expert 
trainers are masters or Ph.D.’s in their 
domain. Despite the fact that they are 
authorities in their field they have a 
professional mentality as a trainer and show 
a transparency and accountability to the 
public about their (continuous) education 
and customer satisfaction via the online 
directory.  
 
Organizations that employ one or more IBCT 
Certified Trainers may use the special 
hallmark on their PR expressions. Why? 
Because we believe that Certified Trainers 
influence the quality in training whithin the 
organizations they work for. They ‘walk the 
talk’ and are frequently leading by example. 
 

The NCFLD was a pioneer in introducing 
debate as a training method.  

Debate is usually employed as a training 
method when trainer wants to develop 
trainees' skills of different competencies 
such as communication, argumentation, 
negotiation, teamwork, time 
management, critical thinking and many 
other intellectual skills. 

The movie explains how to apply debates 
in training step by step.   

To watch the full movie (15 minutes) go to 
youtube.com and search on ncfld or visit 
the website www.ncfld.org 

Model for debating as a 
training method on You 
Tube 

The National Center for Faculty and 
Leadership Development (NCFLD) is 
introducing 'Debate' as an effective 
training method via You Tube.  



 
 
 
 
 
 

The combination of sexology, management
and economics is a very logic choice for
Luc Zwaenepoel. He is an independent
consultant and an IBCT Certified Trainer
(IBCT); main activities are in the domain
of development economics and project
management. Global consultancy brought
him in most part of the worlds but mainly
in the Baltic’s, the Western Balkans,
Africa, South East Asia and Turkey. 
 
His last assignments are related to the
Turkish accession process toward the
European Union. Most of his EU financed
assignments have a large training and
coaching part. Luc discovered that the
certificate as an IBCT Certified Trainer is
highly appreciated in the EU Consultancy
market.  
 
He organised training and workshops in
Project Cycle Management, Log frame
analysis, SWOT analysis, Scenario planning
and Intercultural management. His
research area is the intercultural
management interface in countries, he
worked in. 
 

A recent assignment was the Capacity
Development Strategy for Public Finance
Management for the National Treasury in
South Africa. A rainbow country with many
languages and different cultures, but after
the Apartheid area still embedded in an
overall Anglo Saxon organisational culture.
This post Apartheid situation has a great
number of windows of opportunities in
checking cultural differences and
consequences, and how to develop
intercultural competences and capacity.  
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Let’s talk about Sexonomics
   

But where is the sex part? Sex is not only 
almost everybody’s hobby, but also a research
area: sexonomics or the economy of human
sexuality.  
 
The combination of economic analysis and
performance management with the
phenomenon of partner choice and sexual
behavior is a new field of applied economics.  
 
Economic behavior as inspired by the free
market principles is visible in all aspects of
life, also in our sex lives and performances. A
special case is the marketing and
merchandising (Sex and the City) of sex for
young women, promoting a softer, multi 
faceted female sexuality in guise of complete
emancipation. Therefore, women magazines
are promoting and using more management
discourse to improve performance and success
in sexual relations and in courtship. Luc
Zwaenepoel published books and articles on 
this subject and gave lectures on the topic in
several countries.  
 
His next assignment is Addis Ababa where he
will organize management lectures and
workshops and finish his book on sexonomics. 

Dr. Luc Zwaenenpoel MSc., CT 
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During the few moments we had time to discuss
together as a crew and with fellow auditors in
the quality assurance industry, our opinion
developed. Many visitors were in search of
certification. Lots of them came with the
exposition directory in the hand aiming to visit
our booth.  From individuals who want to
distinct themselves from the mass to multi
nationals who were wrestling with the quastion
how they could manage the quality and
development of their trainers on a global scale.
 
During the exposition the crew met with visitors
from 16 countries. We were pleasently
surprised with the level of decisionmakers that
we met.  
 
During the ASTD we introduced the new ‘look
and feel’ with the  new logo of the IBCT and
the two new levels of certification: associate
trainer and professional trainer. At the bottom
of the page you can see an example of the
banner that was used during the expostion. 
 

It gives an impression of the new look and
feel that was evenso used to refresh the
website. Later this year we expect to
deliver more improvements of the website.
Among these is an upload of new catagories
trainers. The names of the current
associate trainers (840 trainers) and
professional trainers (136) will be added to
the existing online directory of certified
trainers.

Certified Class

Is certification a trend in the industry?  
Many trainers were in search of international 
certification during the ASTD 2011 US, Florida. 

IBCT crew were constant occupied,
busy informing visitors during the
exposition. With a crew and executive
members on the booth from the US,
Asia, Europe and the Middle East the
crew were answering many questions
from visitors about the certification of
trainers and training materials.  
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Newly certified trainers and recertified 
trainers in 2011 at a level of Certified Trainer

During the past six months the board certified
the following new trainers at the CT level:
David A. Finley, Anna Filas, Anne Harlow,
Jerome Prichett and Stephanie Ary from the
United States of America. 
 
From the Middle East the following trainers: Dr.
Anber Mahmoud Ahmed Hassanein,   Dr. Dina
Shawky Yassin Alzifzaf, Dr. Faten Abdel Aziz
Mohamed Ghazal, Dr. Heba Ibrahim Mohamed
Mahran, Dr. Ibrahim Ahmed Naguib, Dr. Khaled
Ahmed Ahmed Moustafa, Dr. Mirahan Farag
Orabi, Dr. Moustafa Abdel Aziz El Sayed, Dr.
Rania Ahmed Salah Edeen Mahmoud.  

In Europe Dr. Luc. Zwaenenpoel (Belgium) was
certified and in the Netherlands:  Marco Gala
Molina B,  Hennie Boogers and Martino Routier
MBA have been recertified and in New Zealand
Peter Rhijnen MCE was recertified. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What’s in it for me as a trainer? 
The benefits of IBCT personal certification at glance 
 

- International distinction and recognition of the 
person quality as a trainer thru a: 

 Official Certificate. 
 Recognized CT degree. 
 Gold plated proud pin. 
 Right to use the IBCT hallmark. 
 Promoted global directory. 

- Guarantee of customer satisfaction prior to 
the training fir the client and participant 

- Listed in the global online directory with 
expertise and contact details 

- Assistance with professional development 
thru Personal Development Activity Planning, 
self assessments and career counsellors. 

- Global network (activities) 
- Multi Media Promotion  
- Quality radiation that supports during: 

 Acquisition & selling. 
 Apply for new jobs. 
 Building confidence prior to a training.
 Discernment during competition. 

As a training organization? 
The advantages of certification of programmes 
 

- International distinction and recognition of the 
programme quality thru a: 

 International accreditation. 
 Official Certificate. 
 Promoted via global website. 
 Right to use the IBCT hallmark. 

- Opportunity to maintain and increase the quality 
of a training programme 

- Guarantee of customer satisfaction prior to the 
programme 

- Recognized transparent international standards 
and procedures. 

- Broad quality check on: 
 Relation to professional 
      competence 
 Balance knowledge & skills 
 Learning goals 
 Evaluation & examination 
 Quality of instructors 

- Honest and objective feedback 
- Respectful involvement of your staff 
- Focus on fact-finding & learning 
 As a training center? 

The yield of the certification of training centers at glance 
 

- International distinction and recognition of the 
programme quality thru a: 

 Right to use the IBCT hallmark 
 Official Certificate 
 Promoted via global website 
 International accreditation 

- Attracts more (international) students and/or 
clients 

- Opportunity to maintain and increase the 
quality of a training programme 

- Broad quality check on: 
 Space, safety, accessibility & hygiene. 
 Educational vision & policies. 
 Administration & quality system. 
 Training equipment. 
 Organisational structure and M.I.S. 

- Focus on fact-finding & learning 
- Honest and objective feedback 
- Respectful involvement of the staff, 

management and trainers. 
-  

As an educational institute? 
The value of the certification of training materials  
 

- International distinction and recognition of 
the programme quality thru a: 

 Official Certificate 
 International accreditation 
 Right to use the IBCT hallmark 
 Promoted via global website 

- Opportunity to maintain and increase the 
quality of a training materials 

- Broad quality check on: 
 Quantity, balance theory and practice. 
 Structure, lesson plan & organization. 
 Presentation and illustration. 
 Serving program objectives. 
 Authorship and copyrights. 
 Materials production style. 

- Focus on fact-finding & learning 
- Respectful involvement of the staff, 

management and trainers. 
- Honest and objective feedback. 
 

Certification, what’s in it for me?  
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